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a b s t r a c t
By choosing carbide-forming element Cr and non-carbide-forming element Cu as co-doped metal elements, we
ﬁrstly fabricated Cu and Cr co-doped diamond-like carbon (Cu/Cr-DLC) ﬁlms using a facile hybrid ion beam deposition system. The effect of Cu/Cr co-doping on wettability and mechanical properties of DLC ﬁlms were focused. The resultant Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms were shown to afford good hydrophobicity and superior mechanical
performance. In particular, the ﬁlm with Cu11.88%Cr6.57% (at.%) exhibited a relatively high water contact angle of
103.6°, lower residual stress of 0.89 GPa and high hardness of 13.44 GPa. The combined structural analysis demonstrated that the synergistic Cu/Cr co-doping resulted in the critical and signiﬁcant relaxation of distorted C\\C
bond length, which ultimately caused the reduction in residual stress. Due to the formation of hard Cr carbide
nano-particles in amorphous carbon matrix, the ﬁlms maintained the high value of hardness. In addition,
noted that the interesting wetting variety from hydrophilic to hydrophobic state was attributed to the enhanced
surface graphitization and emergence of copper oxidation phases, and the ﬁlm topographical microstructure
could also promote the hydrophobicity of ﬁlm when the maximum height of roughness was in a certain range.
These results provide an expected robust synthesis method to make DLC ﬁlm a promising protective coating
for long lasting hydrophobic application and related harsh ﬁelds.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Wettability of solid is a very important surface characteristic
inﬂuencing a large range of material applications [1–2], such as anti-fogging [3], water-oil separation [4], self-cleaning [5] as well as drag reduction [6]. Amount of experimental results and theoretical calculations
have conﬁrmed that the wettability of solid surface depend on the surface free energy and the geometrical structure to a great extent [7–8].
However, if one keeps in mind the long lifetime durability and versatile
low cost techniques, to develop the materials with low surface free energy together with excellent mechanical performance are still remaining the great challenge till now [9–10]. In particularly, when the
mechanical components are exposed to the harsh conditions such as
corrosion seawater, grave sand, and high moving speed etc. for related
marine applications, the materials suffering from the serious corrosion
and wear problems are required high hardness and good
hydrophobicity.
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) ﬁlms are one of the most promising candidates for the wide range of applications due to their extreme hardness, low friction, superior biocompatibility and chemical stability.
⁎ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: lixw@nimte.ac.cn (X. Li), aywang@nimte.ac.cn (A. Wang).
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However, the high compressive stress, poor adhesion to particular
metal substrates and hydrophilic surface of DLC ﬁlms are the key obstacles for their usage. Combined with hydrophobic wettability properties,
DLC ﬁlms have showed great possibility in applications of bio-robot,
bio-medical devices and wear protection of MEMS surfaces [1,11–14].
Many efforts have been devoted so far to reduce compressive stress
and improve the hydrophobicity of DLC ﬁlms, wherein doping transition metal atoms into the amorphous carbon matrix is considered as
an effective way to achieve the combined high performance by taking
full advantage of the formed nanoparticulates of metal or metal carbides
[15–16]. For instance, elements like Fe, Ni, Cu, Ti and Cr have been used
to directly control the wettability as well as the mechanical properties of
DLC ﬁlms [17–21]. For a non-carbide-forming element, Cu doping led to
the increase of water contact angle in DLC ﬁlms. The hydrophobic feature attributed to the formed Cu nanoparticles, which had no advantage
to generate dipole or saturate dangling bonds [19,21]. But both the
stress and hardness of the ﬁlm reduced drastically. On the other hand,
adding carbide formed metal such as Cr or Ti into amorphous carbon
matrix led to the stress reduction signiﬁcantly without serious change
of hardness, but decreased the water contact angle of ﬁlm [20–21]. In
view of the results described above, surface wetting behavior and mechanical property of DLC ﬁlms shows distinct dependence upon the elemental features of doped metal. Especially, few efforts were devoted
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to developing the novel materials by taking the concept of synergistic
effect from co-doped metals, in which both the residual stress and surface wettability could be optimized simultaneously according to the
various demands of applications.
Based on our previous simulation results [22], where most of important result was that the anti-bonding feature of Cu element and
nonbonding Cr element were selected to be co-doped into amorphous carbon matrix to reduce residual stress, we ﬁrstly brought forward the concept of Cu/Cr co-doped DLC ﬁlms which could improve
the mechanical properties and lower residual compressive stress of
DLC ﬁlms obviously by Cu/Cr co-doping. So in this work, the Cu/Cr
co-doped DLC ﬁlms were deposited by a hybrid ion beam system.
The co-doped Cu/Cr concentration in DLC ﬁlms was controlled by
varying the sputtering current from 1.5 to 2.5 A. The effect of co-dopants on the surface wettability and mechanical properties of DLC
ﬁlms was investigated. In particular, the mechanism of wetting behavior was intensively discussed in terms of the surface energy and
atomic bond structure of deposited ﬁlms.

2. Experimental
2.1. Sample fabrication
Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms were deposited on Si (P 〈100〉, 0.0015 Ω·cm) substrates by a hybrid ion beam deposition system [20], which combined
an anode-layer ion beam source (LIS) and a rectangular DC magnetron
sputtering with a composite Cu/Cr target (Jiangxi Ketai advanced material CO., LTD., 3N) at 1:1 atomic ratio. The LIS source enabled the facile
deposition of DLC ﬁlms by decomposing the hydrocarbon gas of C2H2,
while the sputtering source beneﬁted the versatile deposition of Cu/Cr
co-doping by introducing Ar gas. Prior to deposition, the substrates
were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and ethanol for 15 min separately. After that, the substrates were located in the substrate holder with a
distance about 15 cm from the center between metal target source and
ion source. A base pressure of deposition chamber was about
2.7 × 10−3 Pa. In order to remove the surface adhered impurities, the
substrates were thereafter cleaned by Ar ions for 10 min (etching thickness was about 115.5 nm). During deposition, the ﬁlms were prepared
for 15 min in the mixture precursors with 15 sccm C2H2 gas and
65 sccm Ar gas. In order to introduce the metal elements in carbon matrix without destroying the nature of amorphous carbon matrix, we in
particular focused the metal doping on the small amount of metal concentration in the present work. Therefore, the Cu/Cr concentration was
controlled by varying the sputtering current in a range of 1.5–2.5 A. The
typical current of the LIS source and working pressure were 0.2 A and
0.6 Pa, respectively, and the power of the LIS source was 260 W, while

that of sputtering source was in range of 1300–1500 W which varied
with different sputtering currents. Meanwhile, a pulsed negative bias
voltage of −100 V with 350 kHz was applied to the substrates during
both the etching and deposition process.
2.2. Characterization
Thickness of the ﬁlms was measured by a surface proﬁlometer
(Alpha-Step IQ) employing a step made by a shadow mask. The surface
microstructure and Cu/Cr concentration of the ﬁlms were analyzed
comprehensively by ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) equipping with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS,
Hitachi S-4800). The surface morphology of ﬁlms in a size of
3 μm × 3 μm was observed using a Scanning Probe Microscope (Dimension 3100 V, Veeco, US), and the atomic force microscopy (AFM) analyses were performed on a tapping mode, where the image analysis was
carried out using a Nanoscope version 7.20 software. Raman spectroscopy (inVia-reﬂex, Renishaw) with 532 nm excitation wave length was
employed to evaluate the carbon atomic bonds of ﬁlms. Furthermore,
the chemical composition and bonds of the ﬁlms were characterized
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, ESCALAB 250, Thermo)
with Al (mono) Kα irradiation. In order to get the accurate information
of the surface, the measurement was taken directly without Ar+ etching
after taking from the chamber. High-resolution transmission electron
microscope (HRTEM) of the DLC ﬁlms was performed using a Tecnai
F20 electron microscope (FEI company, Netherlands), which was operated at 200 keV with a pointed-to-point resolution of 0.24 nm. Mechanical properties were measured by the nano-indentation technique in a
continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) mode with a maximum indentation depth of 300 nm. Six replicate indentations were made for
each sample. The residual stress of the ﬁlms was calculated from the
curvature of the ﬁlm/substrate was measured by a stress tester using a
laser reﬂection method.
2.3. Wettability measurement and surface energy calculation
Static contact angle measurements were carried out by an OCA20
optical system (Dataphysics Ltd., Germany), 2 μl droplets of de-ionized
water and glycerol (GI) were used as the working liquids in atmosphere
at room temperature, respectively. The test was operated at ﬁve different regions on each sample. Generally, the surface energy of liquid or
solid phase can be expressed by the addition of dispersion component
and polar component, and the surface energy together with its polar
and dispersive components can be ﬁnally quantiﬁed by the two liquids'
components according to Fowkes model [23] and Owens-WendtKaelble (OWK) model [24], the details about the mechanisms of the

Fig. 1. (a) Composition and (b) thickness of the ﬁlms as a function of sputtering current.
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Fig. 2. (a) Raman spectra and typical deconvoluted Raman spectra of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms, (b) ID/IG , (c) G peak position and (d)the FWHM of G peak (GFWHM) from Raman spectra as a function
of sputtering current.

Fig. 3. (a) A survey XPS spectrum of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms, (b) C1s high resolution XPS spectra of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms, (c) and (d) Deconvoluted C 1s XPS spectra of the ﬁlms deposited at 1.5 A and 2.2 A.
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Fig. 4. (a) Main and satellite peak of Cu 2p of the XPS spectra and decomposing of Cu 2p3/2 main peak of 2.0–2.5 A, (b) Cu LMM Auger spectra for the surface examined by XPS.

OWK theory shows in the relevant reference [25], and the expression
was as following:
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where γdl and γpl are the dispersive and polar components of the surface
free energy of the liquid, γds and γps are the corresponding dispersive
and polar components of the surface free energy of the solid, respectively. Thus, a set of equations for two liquids with known polar and dispersive components (de-ionized water with γp =51.0 mJ/m2; γd =21.8 mJ/
m2 and glycerol with γp =30.0 mJ/m2; γd =34.0 mJ/m2) can be solved
[26].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Deposition thickness and ﬁlm composition
For easy description of composition script for Cu/Cr concentration,
we thereafter employed the sputtering current as the dopant factor to
investigate the effect of Cu/Cr co-doping on the microstructure and
properties of DLC ﬁlms. Fig. 1 shows the composition and thickness of
deposited ﬁlms with various sputtering currents. When the sputtering
current increased from 1.5 to 2.5 A, both the Cu and Cr concentrations
in the ﬁlms increased monotonically and the C concentration decreased
in the opposite tendency from 99.7 to 75.63 at.%, as shown in Fig. 1a.

This demonstrated that the Cu/Cr co-doping with low concentration in
DLC matrix was achieved by this versatile and facile hybrid ion beam
technique. Nevertheless, noted that the doped Cu concentration
(0.13–14.72 at.%) was much higher than that of Cr (0.17–9.65 at.%)
within the sputtering current of 1.5–2.5 A. This attributed to the higher
sputtering yield of non-carbide-forming Cu atom, which was about 1.12
for Cu and 0.5 for Cr [27]. Due to the increase of co-doped Cu/Cr contents
in amorphous hydrogenated carbon matrix, as shown in Fig. 1b, the ﬁlm
thickness with sputtering current increased from 290 to 599 nm, corresponding to the average growth rate from 19.3 to 40 nm/min.
3.2. Film structure and atomic bond characteristic
As a standard non-destructive technique, Raman spectroscopy was
used to record the changes in ﬁlm microstructures. Fig. 2 shows the
atomic bond structure of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms by Raman analysis. For all
the samples, a broad asymmetric Raman scattering band was observed
in the range of 1000–1700 cm−1, demonstrating the typical characteristic of DLC ﬁlm, as shown in Fig. 2a. However, noted that the peak intensity in the spectra decreased as the current increased from 1.5 to 2.5 A.
This attributed to the increase of co-doped Cu and Cr concentrations
with increasing sputtering current, which conduced to the carbon fraction decrease in per unit area to the Raman scattering and the decrease
of spectra intensity. Generally, the Raman spectrum of DLC ﬁlms can be
decomposed by two-curve Gaussian function into two peaks (insert of
Fig. 2a): D and G, where the D peak is attributed to the breathing
mode of sp2 atoms in rings at around 1350 cm−1 and G peak is related

Fig. 5. HRTEM bright-ﬁeld images and corresponding diffraction pattern of the Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms: (a) and (d) 1.5 A, (b) and (e) 2.0 A, and (c) and (f) 2.2 A.
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Fig. 6. XPS Cu 2p of ﬁlm at the current of 2.2 A after Ar+ etching 3 min.

to the stretching mode of all pairs of sp2 carbon atoms in both rings and
chains located at around 1580 cm−1 [28]. According to the intensity
ratio of D peak to G peak (ID/IG), G peak position, and full width at half
maximum of G peak (GFWHM), the atomic bond of DLC ﬁlms can be deduced. When sputtering current increased from 1.5 to 2.5 A, ID/IG ratio
increased monotonically from 0.82 to 1.9, the G peak position shifted
upward from 1536.75 to 1551.43 cm−1 and GFWHM decreased monotonically from 187.82 to 147.15 cm−1 (Fig. 2b–d), this behavior indicated the increase in the size and number of the sp2 clusters in Cu/Cr-DLC
ﬁlms. Furthermore, since the GFWHM is mainly sensitive to the structural
disorder arising from the bond angle and bond length distortions in the
ﬁlm, it could be concluded that the incorporation of Cu/Cr caused structural ordering and promoted the formation of C_C bonds organized in
delocalized rings. In brief, the results obtained from G peak position, ID/
IG ratio and GFWHM value clearly revealed an enhancement in graphitelike character with Cu/Cr co-doping and the ﬁlm at 2.5 A exhibited the
high degree of graphite-like character (sp2 bonding) and highest value
of sp2 carbon clustering.
The XPS analysis was employed to investigate the elemental bonding states in Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms. Fig. 3a shows the full-range XPS spectra
of ﬁlms with various sputtering currents. C 1s, O 1s, Cr 2p and Cu 2p
were observed for the 2.0, 2.2 and 2.5 A, whereas no obvious distinct
Cr 2p and Cu 2p signal was detected for 1.5 and 1.8 A. Meanwhile,
there was some oxygen in the ﬁlms as a result of contamination from
the residual vacuum. Thus, the XPS signal information revealed that
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the Cu/Cr metals were successfully doped into the DLC matrix, where
the amount of Cu/Cr doping was found to increase with the increasing
sputtering current. To further understand the bonding state of carbon
in ﬁlms, C 1s spectra were investigated in depth using high-resolution
XPS, as can be seen in Fig. 3b. The XPS C1s spectra contained a large
asymmetric peak suggesting the existence of carbon atoms in various
bonding states (Fig. 3b). At the current of 1.5 A, the C 1s spectrum was
deconvoluted, and four peaks were obtained. The four peaks
corresponded to the sp2-C group around 284 eV, the sp3-C group around
285 eV, the C\\O group around 286 eV and the C_O group around
288 eV [20]. More importantly, the chromium carbide peak with a binding energy around 283 eV was invisible due to a low doped Cr concentration, which agreed well with the previous results [29,30]. For the
case of current at 2.2 A, a peak with 283 eV for Cr\\C bond was obtained
in the spectra, except the ﬁtted four peaks with binding energies at
284 eV for sp2 bonds, 285 eV for sp3 bonds, 286 eV for C\\O bonds,
288 eV for C_O bonds. This showed that the chromium carbide
emerged in the ﬁlm due to the higher Cr doped concentration and the
chemical reaction between C and Cr atoms [31].
To elucidate the chemical state of Cu dopant in the ﬁlms, moreover,
we investigated the main and the satellite peaks of Cu 2p3/2 and Cu 2p1/2
XPS spectra for the deposited ﬁlms, as shown in Fig. 4a. When the current was less than 1.8 A, no peak was displayed in spectra owning to
the low Cu/Cr concentration. Beyond of current 2.0 A, the satellite feature peaks (938–945 eV) were evident from the spectra. Considering
the characteristic peak of CuO is a shake-up satellite peak which always
accompanied with the main peak at about 9 eV higher binding energy
position [32], it could be concluded that the CuO phase formed in
these ﬁlms. On the other hand, a split shoulder peak with main peak
of Cu 2p3/2 implied the possibility of other phases including CuO one.
The main peak Cu 2p3/2 of ﬁlms were decomposed into two peaks
around 932 eV and 934 eV relating to Cu2O or Cu and CuO respectively,
which conﬁrmed the existing of different copper phases. Unfortunately,
Cu and Cu2O phases cannot be distinguished by this decomposing because their binding energies were very close. To deﬁnite the unknown
phases, ﬁne informative analysis about LMM Auger transition in XPS
spectra for Cu and Cu2O was carried out to avoid the divergence from
the decomposed binding energy [33]. As shown in Fig. 4b, the Cu LMM
Auger spectra were reﬂected in a broad peak from 915 eV to 920 eV
appearing in the spectra, in which the peak around 916 eV conﬁrmed
the assumption of formed Cu2O phase, while the peak around 918 eV indicated the possibility of Cu and CuO phases [34]. At the current of 2.0 A,
no obvious peak of Cu2O phase was observed, but the intensity of Cu2O

Fig. 7. SEM image of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms with different sputtering current: (a) 1.5 A, (b) 1.8 A, (c) 2.0 A, (d) 2.2 A, (e) 2.5 A.
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Fig. 8. AFM images of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms deposited at (a) 1.5 A, (b) 1.8 A, (c) 2.0 A, (d) 2.2 A, (e) 2.5 A.

peak enhanced with the current. It could thus be said that the obvious
copper oxidation on the surface enhanced with the Cu/Cr concentration.
In order to gain insight into the microstructure evolution of ﬁlms,
high resolution TEM was observed as Fig. 5, which showed the TEM images and selected diffraction pattern for the ﬁlms deposited at current of
1.5, 2.0 and 2.2 A, respectively. Obviously, all the ﬁlms illustrated the
nanocomposite structure where the nanoparticulates were embedded
uniformly into the amorphous DLC matrix. In the case of current at 1.5
and 2.0 A, the nanoparticulates were designed to the Cu and Cu2O clusters, while the signal of doped Cr atoms could not be recognized because
of a high solid solubility of Cr atoms in carbon matrix [19,29] and the difference bonding feature of Cr\\C and Cu\\C [22]. When the current was
2.2 A, the intensity of diffraction selected pattern increased signiﬁcantly.
More detail structure of the nanoparticulates could be identiﬁed according to the mutual lattice spacing. In contrast to the cases at 1.5 and 2.0 A,
the chromium carbide phase emerged at 2.2 A, which agreed well with
the combined XPS analysis above. Meanwhile, Fig. 5 also reveals that the
amorphous carbon matrix consisted of some nanoclusters and curved
planes forming onion-like structures, indicating that Cr could crosslink
and bend the graphite planes as explained by other authors [35–36].
But it should be mentioned that there were no obviously CuO phase in
all these ﬁlms, because the CuO phase was an unstable material which
was easy to generate stable Cu2O during the process of TEM sample preparing. Balamurugan et al. [37] also mentioned that the more symmetric
cubic Cu2O phase should be more stable than the monoclinic CuO phase
at smaller size. On the other hand, this indirectly indicated that there
was just a very thin CuO layer on Cu or Cu2O nanoparticulates. Based
on this assumption, we observed the Cu 2p XPS of 2.2 A with 3 min
Ar+ etching (Fig. 6). The satellite peak accompanied with the main
peak was absent after surface etching, which meant the CuO phase
just emerged with a very thin layer on the shallow surface.

morphology. When the current was 1.5 A, the ﬁlm showed a typical
smooth surface similar to that of pure DLC ﬁlms. In case of current at
1.8 A, some nanosphere particulates with diameter of 60–120 nm appeared in the ﬁlm surface, as illustrated in Fig. 7b. Further increasing
the current to 2.0 A resulted in the cauliﬂower-like morphology,
where the denser and compact nanoparticulates were visible. However,
it was of interest that the cauliﬂower-like topology disappeared as the
current increased to 2.2 A, and the surface became to be smoother. For
the case of 2.5 A current, the small nanosphere particles started to be involved again in the surface. Two reasons could be employed to understand this evolution of surface morphology. First, the different solid
solubility of doped metal atoms in carbon matrix and the lowered ion
mobility in the growing surface resulted from the Cu/Cr concentration
[21]. For instance, if the solid solubility of doped metal element in DLC
matrix was approximately designated by the threshold value of metal
concentration, the doped metal atoms started to precipitate in nanoparticulates from the amorphous carbon matrix. The solid solubility of
doped Cu was about 1.93 at.% while it was about 8.42 at.% for Cr in our
previous work [19,29]. Second, it was worth noticing that, the monometal doped DLC ﬁlms like Cu-DLC or Cr-DLC, the size of formed Cu

3.3. Morphological analysis
The surface morphology of the samples obtained at different
sputtering current was characterized by SEM technique. The SEM micrographs showed in Fig. 7 illustrate the signiﬁcant changes in surface

Fig. 9. Hardness and residual stress curves for ﬁlms at different sputtering current.
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Fig. 10. De-ionized water and GI contact angles of the Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms with different
sputtering currents.

nanoparticulates or chromium carbide ones increased monotonically
with Cu or Cr concentration [19,29]. As a result, the synergistic competition between Cu and Cr doped atoms enabled the dramatic evolution
of surface morphology during ﬁlm growth.
The average roughness Ra of the obtained ﬁlms was showed in Fig. 8
by AFM technique. Within the small scanning area of 3 μm × 3 μm, all
the ﬁlm surfaces were relatively smooth but had the arithmetic average
roughness less than 3.2 nm, the surfaces did not show a monotonic
trend in roughness of these nano-structured DLC ﬁlms. The topography
analysis indicated the nanosphere particulates appeared in the case of
current at 1.8 A and they became denser and reﬁnement till the current
increased to 2.2 A. In case of current at 2.5 A, the ﬁlm recovered a
smooth surface. This result was consistent with the analysis of measured SEM morphology, which meant all the ﬁlms had a grainy surface
with average grain size increasing ﬁrst and then decreasing with deposition sputtering current, Nevertheless, Ra had not large deviations,
varying in the range of 0.284–3.06 nm.
3.4. Residual stress and mechanical properties
Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the residual compressive stress and
hardness in the ﬁlm on the sputtering current. In the initial stage, it was
clear that there was a decrease in the residual stress, in which the
sputtering current increased from 1.5 to 2.2 A, the stress decreased
monotonically from 2.46 ± 0.04 to 0.89 ± 0.13 GPa. When sputtering
current increased to 2.5 A, the residual stress signiﬁcantly increased to
2.12 ± 0.07 GPa, Li et al. [22] suggested that a small amount of Cu and
Cr doped into amorphous carbon matrix would result in the critical
and signiﬁcant relaxation of distorted C\\C bond lengths. On the other
hand, a weak bonding interaction between the Cr and C atoms, and
the antibonding interaction observed for the Cu\\C bonds, would play
a pivot site for the release of strain energy [38]. At the same time, the
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increase of the sp2 content from the Raman analysis, as the other important factor, would cause the decrease of the internal stress. As a result,
the two potent factors ﬁnally led to a relatively stable value of 0.89 ±
0.13 GPa at 2.2 A. However, as doping of more Cu/Cr atoms, on one
hand, more Cr carbides were formed. Since the Cr\\C bond length is longer than the C\\C bond length [39]. On the other hand, higher Cu concentration would result in the increase of distorted C\\C bond lengths
and the existence of distorted C\\Cu structures [22]. Therefore, the residual stress increased rapidly.
The hardness showed a similar trend as that of residual stress, the
difference was that the lowest hardness appeared at 2.0 A and then increased to 13.44 ± 0.61 GPa at 2.2 A, and ﬁnally it slightly decreased to
13 ± 0.07 GPa at 2.5 A (Fig. 9). Usually, it is well known that there is a
close relationship between the hardness and the sp2/sp3 ratio. Combining the Raman and XPS analysis, the sp2 content increased with the
sputtering current, which contributed to the decreased hardness. Meanwhile, incorporated Cr atom in the ﬁlm played a pivotal role. On the one
hand, the hard Cr carbides could easily form, because of its bonding
characteristics with the C atom. On the other hand, the formation of
hard Cr carbide or metal nano-cluster phase could break the continuity
of the carbon network, and result in the decrease in hardness [40]. There
was a certain competition between the above mentioned two processes.
At the beginning, with the sputtering current from 1.5 to 2.0 A, no metal
carbide formed, the Cr crosslinked and bent the graphite planes, and soft
Cu metal cluster embedded in the carbon network, which would decrease the hardness of the ﬁlms. However, as the Cr content increased
(beyond of 2.2 A), a large amount of Cr carbides formed and enhanced
the hardness. Further, the amount of soft Cu metal and its oxidation
cluster increased because of high Cu sputtering yield, and ﬁnally caused
the hardness to slightly decrease at 2.5 A.
3.5. Wetting behavior
Fig. 10 illustrates the obvious wettability transformation from hydrophilic state to hydrophobic state as the current increased from 1.5
to 2.5 A. Speciﬁcally, when the current was less than 2.0 A, the ﬁlms
were hydrophilic and the water contact angle (WCA) was kept around
77.11 + 1.52°. However, the ﬁlms became to be hydrophobic when
the current further reached up to 2.2 A and 2.5 A, respectively, where
the WCA was maintained around 103.6 ± 1.82°. The GI contact angle
for the ﬁlms with the sputtering current showed a similar trend, increasing from 73.7 ± 3° to 93.2 ± 0.63°.
In order to exploit the mechanism of wettability transformation of
Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms, the surface energy of ﬁlms was surveyed. Fig. 11a
shows the total surface energy which could be divided into the dispersive and polar components of the ﬁlms determined by the employed
two liquids. Similar to the tendency of contact angle, two different states
were observed in the evolution of surface energy with the sputtering
current. When the sputtering current increased from 1.5 to 2.0 A, the

Fig. 11. (a) Polar and dispersive component of surface energies of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms, (b) Variation of water contact angles of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms with polar component of their surface energies.
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Fig. 12. Variation of water contact angles of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms with Rmax.

total surface energy and the polar component of the ﬁlms had no obvious change, which were maintained around 27.17 ± 0.78 and 18.59 ±
1.15 mJ/m2, respectively. However, further increasing the current to
2.2 and 2.5 A led to the signiﬁcant decrease of the total surface energy
and the polar component which were 14.15 ± 0.6 and 2.155 ±
0.025 mJ/m2, respectively. More clear dependence of polar component
in surface energy on the WCA for the ﬁlms was elucidated in Fig. 11b.
When the polar component of surface energy was less than 2.2 mJ/m2,
the ﬁlms were hydrophobic. However, the ﬁlms transferred to be hydrophilic as the polar component was beyond of 17.5 mJ/m2, in which
the current was in the range of 1.5–2.0 A. In general, the electric dipole
of water molecule was attracted usually by the polar component of solid
surface [41]. The interfacial energy between the ﬁlm surface and water
increased with the reduction of polar component, and as a consequence
the WCA increased. In this case, it could be said reasonably that, the
change in polar component of the surface energy might be the dominated factor for the variety of surface wettability in Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms.
According to the in-depth analysis of ﬁlm chemical structure, the
formation of promoted sp2 carbon and the emergence of copper oxidation could be the main reasons for reduction of the surface energy and
its polar part. Firstly, the wettability of DLC ﬁlm was closely related to
the sp2/sp3 ratio on the surface [42], the sp2-rich surface would decrease
the polar component in surface energy by decreasing the dangling
bonds and therefore resulted in the hydrophobicity [43–44]. Regarding
the combined analysis of WCA and surface energy above, the increased
sp2 bonds in the Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms might result in the increase of WCA.
Secondly, from Fig. 4, it is obvious that, as beyond of 2.0 A, the copper
oxidation on the surface increased with the sputtering current. One
knows that the weaker the electronegativity, the lower the polar

component of the surface energy. Regarding the electronegativity of
these compounds obeyed as follows: Cu N CuO N Cu2O [45], it could
thus be said that the obvious copper oxidation played an important
role in lowering the polar component of the surface energy.
Besides these, topographical microstructure is another factor
governed the wettability of ﬁlms [46]. Although there was small variation in average roughness Ra among these ﬁlms (Fig. 8), surface topography was inherently three dimensional, the impact of nanosphere
particulates of different Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms could never be neglected.
Therefore, using only Ra value as a roughness indicator could not reﬂect
the characteristics of the surface accurately. Owning to the close relationship between the nanoparticles and maximum height of roughness
(Rmax), the described diagram between WCA and Rmax is presented as
Fig. 12. The wettability of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms showed hydrophobic state
when Rmax located at the range of 11.5–27.6 nm, but when the value
of Rmax was beyond this range, the ﬁlms kept the hydrophilic state. As
we know that the value of Rmax is dominated by the feature of the
nano-particles in the ﬁlm, it indicated that the size of these nanosphere
particulates in Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlm could affect the wettability state of ﬁlms.
As the results above, we concluded the intrinsic water wettability of
Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms as Fig. 13. With low concentration of Cu/Cr doping, the
surface of the ﬁlm was composed of small amount of doped metal
atoms, low ratio of sp2 C\\C to sp3 C\\C, which contained a large
amount of dangling bonds to attract the water molecule in atmosphere.
With the increase of Cu/Cr doping and the synergistic effect, the improved sp2-rich surface led to the decrease of dangling bonds; moreover, the oxidation of Cu exposed in the surface further weakened the
interaction between the ﬁlm and the water molecules. Combining
with the surface topographical microstructure, the ﬁlm showed a hydrophobic state at high concentration of Cu/Cr co-doping. In view of
the results described above, increasing the size and quantity of Cu and
Cu oxidation particles in Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlm could further improve the hydrophobicity of ﬁlm.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we ﬁrstly brought forward the design of novel Cu/Cr codoped amorphous carbon ﬁlms by a hybrid ion beam deposition system.
The Cu/Cr concentration in the ﬁlms could be altered from Cu0·13Cr0.17
(at.%) to Cu14.72Cr9.65 (at.%) by varying the sputtering current from 1.5
to 2.5 A systemically. The results revealed that the synergistic Cu/Cr
co-doping in DLC matrix caused the wettability transforming from hydrophilic to hydrophobic state. In particular, increasing the co-doped
Cu/Cr concentration led to a lower residual stress and high hardness. Results indicated that the increase of graphitization of ﬁlms and oxidation
of copper, decreased the total surface energy and the polar component,
the addition of Cu and Cr impurities in DLC resulted in the critical and

Fig. 13. Evolution schematic of the wettability state of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms.
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signiﬁcant relaxation of distorted C\\C bond length, meanwhile, the formation of Cr\\C nanoparticles enhanced the hardness of ﬁlms. Depending on the synergistic effect of Cu and Cr metals, we concluded that the
polar component of the surface energy could be the deciding factor in
the wetting of Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms. Besides, the ﬁlm topographical microstructure, especially when the Rmax is in a certain range, has a galvanizing impact on the hydrophobicity of ﬁlms. Most importantly, our result
provides a straightforward and facile method by using the synergistic
beneﬁts from the co-doped metal feature to manipulate the new
nano-composite carbon-based ﬁlms with good hydrophobicity and excellent mechanical performance for the promising applications in
harsh marine environments.
Prime novelty statement
We ﬁrstly fabricated Cu and Cr co-doped diamond-like carbon (Cu/
Cr-DLC) ﬁlms using a facile hybrid ion beam deposition system. The resultant Cu/Cr-DLC ﬁlms showed good hydrophobicity and superior mechanical performance with a relatively high water contact angle of
103.6°, lower residual stress of 0.89 GPa and high hardness of 13.44 GPa.
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